Rioting By Local Teenagers Breaks Up Charities Carnival; One Student Hospitalized; Booths, Equipment Wrecked

Students Investigate History of Carnival

The full impact of the riot caused by local-teenaged “youths” at Saturday night’s Charities Carnival began to emerge yesterday. In a formal report of investigations on both the student and the administrative levels into exactly what preceded the occurrence, the automobiles that the events leading up to the carnival was brought out.

The Executive Committee of the Institute, with the chairman and vice chairman present, had been hazing activities one of the most strenuous punish-
ning activities. All hazing actions not appointed by the chairman and approv-
harmful to the name of the school, picked by the chairman and approv-
be dangerous to the individual or far unspecified number of members
committee reached some definite con- hazing program would stimulate man-
include funds from five “The Executive Committee of Insc
lbe awarded. It was decided that the Ins2omm Sunday night is as follows:
ival wvas brought out.

The Executive Committee of Institutes assumes responsibility for the events of last Saturday morning and apologizes for the tragic error in judgment in allowing the Charities Carnival to be held in such a form.

The complete text of the statement issued by the Executive Committee of Institutes issued Sunday morning is as follows:

“The Executive Committee of Institutes assumes responsibility for the events of last Saturday morning and apologizes for the tragic error in judgment in allowing the Charities Carnival to be held in such a form.”

The Executive Committee met with the Carnival Committee tomorrow.
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